
INTRODUCTION
Owning and managing SWIFT infrastructure can be a very 
demanding task for banks on both the technical and �nancial 
levels. It requires special skills and complicated infrastructure 
that implies high cost. Further, this complexity has been 
augmented with the rise of SWIFT CSCF. 

By outsourcing SWIFT connectivity and service management 
to AEG, our customers are not only cutting down on infrastruc-
ture and expertise expenses and e�orts, but also, they are lever-
aging additional value-added solutions and services o�ered by 
AEG related to security, business continuity, �ltering, reporting, 
system integration, and payment systems to name a few. 

AEG o�ers a vast variety of comprehensive cost-e�ective 
services through a fully certi�ed SWIFT Service Bureau. 
Connecting through AEG Service Bureau implies the elimina-
tion of massive costs incurred by the need for inhouse SWIFT 
infrastructure and expertise to manage it.

Established in 2003, AEG-SB stands today amongst the largest 
service bureaus worldwide based on number of clients. Today, 
AEG o�ers three major Service Bureau scenarios in order to 
meet all customers’ needs:
 - SB System Connectivity
 - SB Fully-Managed Service 
 - SB Hosting Service 

SB SYSTEM CONNECTIVITY
AEG-SB System Connectivity is o�ered for clients who have 
their own messaging interfaces, SWIFT Alliance Access, 
Alliance Entry or third-party interface and desire to outsource 
their SWIFT connectivity. AEG provides an isolated and secure 
connectivity that guarantees maximum integrity and con�den-
tiality of data being transferred.

FEATURES AND BENEFITS

- Saving money by outsourcing SWIFT Connectivity (Alliance 
Gateway, HSM, Alliance Connect...). Sharing occurs with 
logical segregation preserving con�dentiality of the customer

- Support Alliance Access and Alliance Entry interfaces

- Secure connectivity due to multiple layers of security: encrypt-
ed VPN tunnels between SB and customer, LAU hash protocol 
and TLS session encryption between SAA and SAG

- Outsourcing the Service to experts

- Certi�ed Service Bureau by SWIFT under Shared Infrastruc-
ture Programme

- AEG SB adopts SWIFT CSCF

- Support of multiple connectivity methods: VSAT point to 
point, Leased line, Microwave, Internet via local ISP, and Inter-
net VSAT

SB FULLY-MANAGED SERVICE
AEG-SB Fully-Managed Service is o�ered for clients who do not 
want to bear the cost and responsibility of installing and main-
taining SWIFT infrastructure and rather prefer to utilize the 
facility o�ered by a service bureau. AEG allows its client to 
connect to SWIFT using only a client/web interface application 
connected to its AEG’s SWIFT infrastructure.

FEATURES AND BENEFITS

- Saving money by outsourcing SWIFT Connectivity, SWIFT 
Interface, (Alliance Gateway, HSM, Alliance Connect, Alliance 
Access, integration protocols SOAP, �le transfer)

- 24/7 Assistance and Support

- SWIFT connectivity 24/7 with optimal availability, Active 
Disaster Service Bureau (Acting as backup)

- Enhanced security for operator access (Dual Factor Authentication)

- SWIFT integrations with BO – multiple formats - XML, RJE, 
DOS-PCC and SOAP

- Added value service integration with Name Filtering (Firco-
So�), with Integration (Bottom line), Reporting (AEG Reporting)

- Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS): Banks can leverage AEG 
infrastructure to develop their own application

- End-to-end connectivity monitoring
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SB HOSTING SERVICE
AEG Hosting service is o�ered to banks who wish to bene�t 
from AEG’s physical and logical environment and to bene�t 
from AEG’s expertise. �is allows the bank to eliminate mainte-
nance and technical administration expenses while keeping all 
data segregated and leveraging the secure CSCF-compliant 
environment at AEG’s Service Bureau.

FEATURES AND BENEFITS

- Saving money by outsourcing maintenance and technical 
administration

- 24/7 Assistance and Support

- SWIFT connectivity 24/7 with optimal availability, Active 
Disaster Service Bureau (Acting as backup)

- Enhanced security for operator access (Dual Factor Authenti-
cation)

- Added-value service integration: name �ltering (FircoSo�), 
reconciliation (Bottomline), and reporting (AEG Reporting), 
among others.

- Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS): Banks can leverage AEG 
infrastructure to develop their own application

- End-to-end connectivity monitoring
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